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THE MAINE CAMPUS
Vol. VII ORONO, MAINE, APRIL 3, 1906 No. 23
MEETING OF PENOBSCOT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
DR. HARRIS GUF-ST OF HONOR
or
11 E annual meeting and banquet of the
Penobscot County Alumni Association
of the University of Maine was held in
City Hall, Bangor, on Thursday even-
ing, March 29. It is safe to say that
it was the most successful banquet ever held by the
association. This was due partially to the long list
of honored guests and members, including the three
living presidents of the institution, Dr. Fernald, Dr.
Harris and Pres. Fellows; Hon. W. B. Pierce, mayor
of Bangor Hon. Henry Lord, Hon. E. B. Winslow
of Portland, a large part of the University faculty,
and many others.
. There was great enthusiasm shown throughout
the meeting and the applause that greeted the report
of Pres. Fellows showed what a strong interest the
alumni have in the University.
The first of the evening was spent in a very infor-
mal reception to Dr. Harris. At eight o'clock the
guests formed in line and marched into the banquet
hall to music furnished by Pullen's orchestra of eight
pieces. The tastily decorated tables were arranged
in a hollow square and a banquet of five courses
was served by Miss Fitzgerald of Bangor.
At nine o'clock Hon. C. E. Oak, the toastmaster,
introduced the first speaker, Pres. Fellows. The
applause was so great that it was some time before
he could begin his address.
In his opening the speaker took up some of the
changes which have occurred at the University dur-
ing the past four years—the years of his administra-
tion—and referred briefly to the present satisfactory
and perhaps enviable standing of the institution.
"Our evolution has been rapid," he said. "No
man is responsible; we have worked together in
harmony. We have had the advantage of a good
faculty which has made up in energy what it lacked
in money; we have devoted students and trustees;
we have an increasing body of friends in the State
and elsewhere. We have much, very much, for
which to be thankful."
Here President Fellows enumerated some of the
improvements at the University during the four
years— a betterment in the agricultural department,
necessitating the erection of Holmes' hall, two large
poultry- houses and a large incubator house; the
introduction of popular lecture courses paid for by
the University, in addition to many lectures for
which the students themselves pay ;-the formation of
new undergraduate societies and the advancement
of college journalism. A system has been intro-
duced whereby no student can graduate without hav-
ing taken three years of a certain study, and a cer-
tain number of other studies, so that he is assured
of an all-'round education whatever his major or
principal study may have been. Many new depart-
ments have been added, all evolved by the institu-
tion itself and growing out of its necessities—history,
forestry, drawing, biology and others, in addition to
the gratifying growth of the departments already
established.
For the benefit of the mechanical and electrical
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engineering departments there was constnicted Lord
Hall; the Carnegie library now in process of erection
will contain 75,000 books; there is a hospital for
contagious disease — fortunately unused; many
thousand dollars worth of new apparatus has been
contributed to the several departments.
The present needs— not ideal but very practical
— President Fellows took to be new departments in
geology, railroad and marine engineering; additional
instiuctors in various branches; an industrial museum
—where might be contained samples of the output
of every state industry, from raw material to the fin-
ished product—and. above all, money for the equip-
ment of books in the library. There is also a
crying need," said he, -for a department which
shall fit teachers for the High schools of the State.
The Normal schools, I am told, properly tit no more
than one-fourth of the teachers employed in the
rural schools. Where then are teachers fitted for
higher institutions of learning? Where more prop-
erly—where more in accordance with the dictates
of common sense — than in the State University?"
(Applause.)
Here President Fellows told in some detail of the
train filled with students and instructors which is
next summer to go over the B. & A. and part of the
Maine Central railway systems and bring practical
agriculture home to the people of rural communities
who could receive education in no other way. He
concluded in a very serious strain, and suggested
something of the financial desires of the University.
Are our dreams of the future impossible of real-
ization ? The state of Maine is broad and liberal
in many ways; should it not be as great in educa-
tion as it is in statecraft? Should we not have an
adequate income so that our immediate needs and
pressing necessities may at least be satisfied? We
only ask an appropriation sufficient to compare fav-
orably with those of universities in states of less
population, of less industry and resource. If at the
present time we stand side by side with universities
which have been given much greater facilities by
state aid—what, given equal facilities, could we not
accomplish?"
Hon. E. B. Winslow representing the board of
trustees was the next speaker. Mr. Winslow gave
a very brief but convincing talk, telling of the work
of the trustees, how they were only to glad to grant
all of the requests of the faculty and students
the only question being the lack of funds. The
speaker told of the influence that the University has
in all parts of the state particularly in the western
section where a few years ago no mention was made
of the University. In closing he said '‘ N'Ve are
proud of our men. Every one of them connected with
the University is striving to better its condition
and I believe in years to come the University of
Maine will not only stand at the head of the Maine
colleges as it does to-day but it will be one of the
leading universities of the country."
In introducing Dr. Fernald the next speaker.
Mr. Oak said. " We need no introduction to Dr.
Fernald. Maine's grand old man, he is known and
loved by us all. We are indeed fortunate in having
one with us to-night. who represents that dark
period of the institution, when it needed a man at
its head who was capable of great things."
Dr. Fernald spoke but a few minutes. In that
time he called back many tender memories to the
older men present. He told of the old time enthu-
siasm when the struggle for the existence of the
institution seemed almost hopeless. He compared
the past with the present. and spoke of the grand
work of our graduates not only in engineering lines
but in civic life. In closing Dr. Fernald said.
Years ago I prophesyed that the institution would
reach its present size, and to-day I will prophesy
that in my day the University will reach the one
thousand mark in student enrollment."
The next speaker of the evening was Hon. W. B.
Pierce, mayor of Bangor, who spoke of the influence
of the University in his city and showed the power
that some of our graduates have had in the politics
of the state and city. Dean Walz of the School of
Law was introduced and in his usual happy manner
gave a most amusing and at the same time an in-
tensly interesting talk of the affairs at the School of
Law. The Dean told of the immediate necessity of
a new building. showing at the present time how
the quarters could scarcely accommodate the stu-
dents. He mentioned the work of the law school
graduates, and showed what a power they are fast
becoming not only in our own state but in others
and said " We have seen our graduates in the state
senate and legislature, we have seen them mayors
of cities, and holding other positions of honor and
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THE MAINE CAMPUS 243
trust and still they will strive for higher honors for
in their heart they have the true Maine spirit and
are bound to win."
THE GUEST OF HONOR
When President Harris rose he was given an
almost hysterical welcome, and one which the pres-
ent writer has seldom seen equaled. The guests rose
en masse with a whirlwind of cheers and applause.
For some minutes the demonstration continued, and
it was an even longer period before something ap-
proaching quiet settled over the gathering and Dr.
Harris was free to begin his address.
It was an address difficult to report because very
informal — just a simple heart-to-heart sort of talk
with the faculty and alumni.
In his opening the speaker paid deserved com-
pliments to Hon. Henry Lord, to Hon. William 'I'.
Haines and to the late General Shepard, telling
briefly of their splendid work as members of the
board of trustees. Then he told something of the
growth of the institution — from the faculty of 18
members and undergraduate body of 128 students
to its present standing; and of how, from being the
third smallest institution in New England, it is now
one of the largest. He told of the steady gain in
athletics. In closing the speaker said:
"There was inspiration in Dr. Fellows' statement
that Maine should stand as high in education as it
does in statesmanship. There is no reason why it
shouldn't — some day an educational evangelist will
come forward to wake up the sturdy old Yankees of
the State, who only need awakening—and who will
remain awake.
"Ten years ago the State voted an appropriation
to the University — a ten year appropriation. The
time is nearly up. A crisis in the University's
affairs is coming — one which must be met. Much
depends upon having the institution started for per-
haps the next ten years on a better financial stand-
ing. The instructors are underpaid. It is high time
this fact was recognized by the legislators of Maine.
College men as a rule are conservative and slow —
slow because conservative. But for once let us for-
get our caution and put ourselves in fighting trim.
And, if the alumni will take hold of the coming
legislative campaign, victory ought to be ours.
"So far as the Law School is concerned," said
the speaker, "it is quite time the citizens of Bangor
woke up and gave it a new building. This matter
is up to Bangor — not to the legislature, or to any-
body else."
BUSINESS MEETING
At the business meeting the idea of giving a
scholarship to the University was discussed and it
was decided to give the committee that had this idea
in charge more time to form its plans.
Officers for the ensuing year were chosen as fol-
lows: President, Charles E. Oak; secretary and
treasurer, Frank H. Damon ; executive committee,
Charles W. Mullen, Edward H. Kelley, C. A. Dill-
ingham and the president and treasurer, ex-officio.
It was voted to continue in service the legislative
committee appointed last year.
Those present were: C. A. Dillingham '90, Stan-
ley J. Heath '97, Ora W. Knight '95, S. J. Steward
'96, E. W. Davee, A. C. Jewett, W. K. Ganong,
Hugo Clark '90, B. L. Fletcher Leslie W. Cutter
'84, Frank H. Damon '95, Mellen E. Farrington
'90, Steve J. Farrell, Ulysses G. Mudgett, Law
1903; Edgar M. Simpson, Law School Faculty;
Gordon E. Tower, Harry M. Shute, H. H. Hanson,
A. L. Grower, Orono; C. Parker Crowell '98, Fred
W. Sawtelle '98, Thomas Buck 'oi, C. C. Garland
'82, C. W. Mullen '83, I. K. Stetson, Treas. U. of
M.; Henry Lord, l'rustee; A. J. Durgin, Trustee;
John M. Oak '73, Lewis A. Barker, Law School
1900; Vernon H. Gould 97, Edward H. Kelley 90,
Geo. P. Gould 90, Chas. P. Weston -96, H. S.
Boardman '95, G. S. Thompson, W. M. Munson,
T. H. Russell '85, A. E. Rogers, E. H. Dakin '77,
James S. Stevens, E. M. Blanding, H. M. Esta-
brook '76, J. B. Segall, G. D. Chase, Ralph K.
Jones '86, Chas. S. Bickford '82, Chas. I). Woods,
W. F. Jackman, J. N. Hart '85, J. H. Huddilston,
H. S. Taylor '04, H. P. Hamlin '02, E. C. Gilbert
'02, J. H. McClure '05, Henry K. Dow '05, Free-
man M. Sampson '05, W. L. Sturtevant '07.
Dartmouth is to be congratulated upon get-
ting Jimmie Turner, the former Northwestern
University football player. Turner has played
end for two years, and is also a splendid second
baseman, and a fair sprinter.
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EDITORIALS.
In this number we publish an article describ-
ing the course in Civil Engineering as given at
the University. This is the second of a series
of articles that will appear in THE CAMPUS out-
lining the various courses. The first article
describing the course in agriculture appeared
recently and the others will appear in following
numbers. These articles are valuable to the
students, they will give you information and en-
able you to to describe our courses to men who
are thinking of entering the institution.
.11
It is nearly Easter and we will soon get a
short vacation from the long, hard winter's work.
Although it will be a vaca-
Thoughts tion from studies, yet we
for Easter. should never cease to work
for the University of Maine.
When we go home and see our friends, talk
" Maine " with them and into them. Make
them feel that they should be interested in its
welfare and support it in every way.
A great many of you will have the opportunity
of visiting your school and see perhaps a large
number of those who are to become freshmen
next fall. These are the ones that need special
attention. Tell them about the courses and the
different college organizations. If they are
musical themselves, tell them all about our
musical clubs. If they are editors of their
school papers, tell them about the Literary Fed-
eration, and if they are good athletes, you can
surely find something at " Maine" that will
interest them.
This spring there will be a great many oppor-
tunities to invite your High school friends here
and give them a good time. Junior Week is a
feature of the year and your friend cannot help
enjoying every minute.
Not only do, we want to interest the younger
people, but also the older ones. There is a
great deal that we can all do during our Easter
vacation by a few words in behalf of the Univer-
sity of Maine.
JI
The value of songs has been recognized for
ages. There is nothing that binds a body of
people closer than songs
Our Need of expressive of their feel-
New Songs. ings. It is hardly neces-
sary to tell of the won-
derful influence that the songs of a nation have
upon its people. Battles have been won by
stirring songs, and great audiences have been
moved in a wonderful way by them. Every
community has certain songs that are dear to
them and when they are sung the ties of friend-
ship and loyalty become closer.
This is especially true in the universities and
colleges. The college song occupies an honored
1
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place in the world of music. It is dear to the
student who sings it and in after years when he
becomes an alumnus it is still dearer to him.
Some colleges have better songs than others and
the college with the best songs shows the broad-
est advancement.
The University of Maine is young yet and in
its very rapid growth some important things
have been overlooked. The time has come,
however, when we must have better songs. True
we have a few old songs that do very well, and
we have some new ones set to rag-time music of
questionable merit. It is something that we
cannot afford to neglect, this lack of good Maine
songs. We need songs that have spirit and life
to them, some that will bring us closer together
and will arouse enthusiasm and will make an
apparently defeated team leave the field victori-
ous. We must have songs that will be strictly
Maine songs, and not words set to some popular
air.
Why are not some new songs forthcoming?
We have a fine musical organization and men of
unusual musical ability, and others who can
compose excellent verse. It is the duty of these
men to give us some true Maine songs. Now is
our opportunity when there are men in the Uni-
versity who are capable of doing this work. We
make the appeal as we have made many others,
and we hope to see better results from this one.
After you have read this article don't throw the
paper aside and never give it a another thought.
Remember it, and remember the under graduate
or alumnus who composes a good Maine song
will be doing his Alma Mater a great service,
that will be remembered for years to come.
.2,1 .0 Jet
The Easter trip of the musical clubs of Am-
herst College will cover 3000 miles, ending in
St. Louis.
THE INDOOR MEET
The University of Maine annual indoor class
meet was held in the gymnasium on Friday
evening, March 23. It was a decided success,
and Manager Williams should be complimented
on the ease with which the events were run off
and on the efficient way in which the meet was
managed. The gymnasium was crowded with
people, and since the events were generally
close and strongly contested, great excitement
prevailed throughout the evening. An excel-
lent opportunity was given to see what material
we will have to draw from in our spring track
work, and from all appearances, the team bids
fair to be up to last year's standard. One
record was broken—the shot put—by Wey-
mouth, 'o6, who put it 40 ft. 3 inches ; and one
record was equalled—the indoor record for the
pole vault — by Rogers, 'o6, who vaulted io ft.
I inch, the height of the standards. The sen-
iors won the meet by a large amount, scoring 25
points ; the juniors came second with iIX
points ; the freshmen third, with 10X points ;
points; and the sophomores last with 7X points.
The first event of the evening was the shot
put. Weymouth, 'o6, was easily the winner in
this event, his best put being 40 ft. 3 inches.
Bennett, 'o6, took second place and Farwell,
'09, took third.
The next event, the 25-yd. (lash, was hotly
contested, and there was some discussion among
the judges as to who was entitled to first place.
It was finally decided that Currier, 'o6, and St.
Onge, '07, were tied for first and second places,
and the points were divided equally between
them. Sawyer, '08, took third place. The
time was 3 2-5 seconds.
Owing to the small number of men entered for
the high hurdles, only two heats were run, in
which Clayton, '07, took first place ; Currier,
'o6, second, and Torre, '09, third. The time
was 4 seconds.
In the low hurdles Currier, '06, Lockyer, '09,
and Torre, '09, won out, making it in 4 1-5
seconds. Torre, '09, came in second, with
Lockyer, '09, a close third.
The pole vault was easily won by Rogers,
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'o6, who vaulted to ft. r inch, the height of the
standards. McKenzie, '07, Kendregan, 'o8,
Albee, '09, tied for second and third places,
vaulting 9 ft. 7 in. The points were divided
equally, giving each man 1M points.
An excellent showing was made in the high
jump, which was won by Meserve, 908. Hig-
gins, '09, who gave promise of being an excel-
lent man in this line, took second, while
Lisherness, '07, took third.
The first tug of war was between 'o6 and '07,
and 'o6 was victorious by several inches, In
the second pull, which was between 'o8 and '09,
the freshmen were given a great surprise, being
beaten by 908 by a very close margin. The
final between 'o6 and 'o8 was won by 'o6. Each
pull lasted one minute.
Probably the most exciting and interesting
events of the evening were the interclass relay
races. The first race, which was the most ex-
citing of all, was run between 'o6 and '07. It
was very hotly contested, and the seniors won
by only a very slight margin. The time was
min. 15 2-5 sec. The second race, between
'o8 and 'o9, was slightly slower, but scarcely
less interesting. It was won by '09 in i min.
18 3-5 sec. In the final race between 'o6 and
'o9, 'o6 was victorious by nearly half a lap,
doing it in r min. 21 sec. The chief point of
interest in this race was to see if Porter, the
last runner for the seniors, could catch Lockyer,
'09's last man. Porter failed to do this by a
few yards. During the races, as well as the
tug of war, the people were on their feet, and
the excitement was at its highest pitch.
The next event was something entirely new
to the University of Maine, the mile handicap.
Owing to the fact that there were a large num-
ber of starters and that it was very difficult to
pass a man on the running track, the results of
the race cannot be relied on to any great extent
in showing what the various men are capable
of; but this much is certain, that there are a lot
of good distance men in the University, waiting
to be more fully developed this spring. The
event was won by Johnson, '09, (120 yards),
with Findlen, '09, second, (160 yards) and
Wilkins, '09, third (55 yards). The time was
4 min. 50 sec. With the mile handicap the list
of events for the evening was finished and the
program was concluded by a basketball game
between 'o8 and '09.
The following is the summary by events:
EVENTS 'o6 '07 '09
25-yd. dash 
 4 4
High Hurdles.. 3 5
Low Hurdles ....... 5 4
Shot Put  ....... 8
High Jump 5 3
Pole Vault 5 I 1[3
Totals  25 11 13 7
The following were the officials for the meet:
Judges—E. G. Butman, S. J. Farrell, F'. P.
Hosmer ; Referee—S. J. Farrell; Starter—A. L.
Grover; Scorer—B. F. Williams.
The basketball game, which was won by '09,
22 to 15, was not so much of a walk over as
might have been expected from the fact that
the freshmen had four 'Varsity men on their
team. The game was fiercely contested by both
sides, and the spectators were afforded what
might almost be called one of the most interest-
ing games seen here this year. The game
started off with a rush and continued so to the
end. In the first half neither team seemed to
possess any special advantage, and the two
opponents seemed to shoot goals alternately.
The half ended with the score 13 to 11 in favor
of 'o8. In the second half the freshmen had
the decided advantage. They started in with a
will, and 'o8 was able to score only one basket
during this half. The passing of the '09 team
was excellent and it was by reason of this that
they won the game. The excitement was in-
tense during the game, and at times the "gym"
fairly rang with cheers. Higgins was probably
the star for '09, while Stuart distinguished him-
self for the sophomores.
The lineup and summary:
'08
Emery, if. .r f, Scales (Capt.)
Morton, r f   1 f, Morrison
Lancaster, c  c, Black
Chase, I g .r g, Higgins
Stuart, r g (Capt.)  I g, Pettigrow
Score-19o9--22, 1908-15. Goals from field—Higgins
4. Scales 2, Morton 2, Chase 2, Pettigrow, Morrison,
Black, Lancaster, Stuart, Emery. Goals from fouls—
Pettigrow 4, Lancaster 1. Referee—Gilbert. Timers—
Kendregan and Emerson. Time—is min. halves.
ateawadramorodamOmaimiffiremo .Aiiii.46=-.•=:ZZZireksiTa-maiirerTia;75rommiiia%
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THE COURSE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
The question of what shall a course in engi-
neering consist is one which must be answered
by every institution offering such a course, and
often the solution is attended with difficulty.
Many institutions are restricted in their scope
by lack of funds with which to provide adequate
instruction, together with sufficient laboratories
and equipment. Thus in a large measure the
conditions existing at any institution limit the
number and nature of the subjects which make
up the course at that institution. But even in
the institution with large resources where money
may be had for the asking it is not easy to de-
cide upon a schedule or work which is to com-
pose the course.
The profession of engineering is a broad one,
and contrary to common belief, it is among the
oldest of the professions. It is true that it was
a general belief years ago that engineering was
not a science or profession, but simply a trade.
But call it by what name we will, and no well
informed person nowadays will question but
that it is a profession, civil engineering can be
dated back with certainty to the beginning of
history, and from ruins now in existence it is
safe to say that we have no history dating back
far enough to trace its origin.
In its broad sense civil engineering includes
all branches of engineering except the military,
while perhaps the most narrow definition that
has ever been proposed is that which would con-
fine civil engineering to stationary structures
only.
The question of the composition of an engi-
neering course has been taken up by the Society
for the Promotion of Engineering Education,
and has received much attention, and is still
under discussion by them. This society in-
cludes many eminent practitioners as well as
some of the foremost educators of the day. The
divisions or branches included by the general
term "engineering " as understood and in
common acceptance at the present time are
given by the society as follows: — civil, mechan-
ical, electrical, mining and chemical engineer-
ing, architecture and naval architecture.
-
By common acceptance civil engineering in-
cludes plane and geodetic surveying, railroad,
highway, hydraulic and structural engineering,
and all of these may be again divided into sub-
divisions. Is it necessary to be a specialist in
all these branches to be a civil engineer? It is
a self evident fact that it is not only unnecessary
but impossible, for no man can specialize in
many branches with success. However any
one specialty is sure to come in close touch at
some time with others, and the engineer should
have enough knowledge of these latter that he
may act with intelligence when the necessity
arises. For example, the railroad engineer
meets in problems in highway, mechanical,
electrical and hydraulic engineering. It is
manifestly impossible for him to be a specialist
in all these lines, but the more conversant he is
with them the more successful he is in his
chosen line.
It may be seen that four years is a very short
time to give the student anything like a thor-
ough course in any of the large branches of
engineering. Many institutions crowd into
four years the work of five or more. This can
be done only by an attempt on the part of the
student to " cram " his mental capacity, or on
the part of the instructor by giving a very super-
ficial training in his subject.
The general opinion of the society seems to be
that it is not wise to specialize in the under-
graduate college course, but that a course
" shall include a thorough grounding in the
principles underlying all engineering, and as far
as practicable the details of practice of one of
the seven branches."
The fact is too often lost sight of by the stu-
dent that he will not be an engineer on gradua-
tion from his course, but that he should have
a training along theoretical principles, with as
broad an education as possible, and as much in-
sight into the methods of the practicing engineer
as time will permit, thereby fitting him for an
engineering life.
That the truth of these statements is testified
to not only by educators, but by practitioners
as well, should have great weight with the stu-
dent who is in a hurry to complete his course,
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and who grumbles at there being "too much
theory and not enough practice " in his work.
There are very few men who would not make
radical changes in their lives if they had them
to live over, and many of these men try to ad-
vise the young man by pointing out to him the
mistakes which he is making, and lucky is he
who hears and profits thereby.
The tendency of the technical subjects to
crowd out other subjects from an engineering
course, while very logical owing to the large
number to be taught in the given time, results
in a handicap for the graduate. The most
noticeable deficiency of the young graduate
from an engineering course is his inability to
express himself clearly and forcibly in correct
English in either speaking or writing. It is an
established fact, that, given two men of equal
ability in ePgineering lines, one having a com-
mand of the English language, and the other
being rather deficient in it, the former is sure to
achieve much greater success than the latter.
That the college is not all to blame for this
deficiency is only too true. The fitting schools
must take their share, and the student must
also take his share. In nearly all of the techni-
cal institutions good courses in English are
offered, but the average student wishes to get
through with this " dry " subject which is re-
quired of him, and which has " no bearing on
the course," and put in its place something that
will " be of benefit."
The following is taken from a paper by Dr.
J. A. L. Waddell, one of the prominent engi-
neers of the day:
"The English work of the course is of the
utmost importance, for good or bad English
will make or mar the engineer's work at every
step. The successful engineer, using the word
in its broad sense, must possess the forensic skill
of the salesman in order to obtain engagements
and develop the financial phases of his proposi-
tions, the clearness and fulness of the lawyer in
the preparation of his contracts and specifica-
tions, the clearness and brevity of the business
man in his business correspondence, and the
skill of the writer in preparing the results of his
investigations and the descriptions of his con-
structions for publication and record. The
principles of rhetoric and composition upon
which this large knowledge of the subject is
based should be gained in the preparatory
course of study, but their practice should be
vigorously pursued throughout the entire engi-
neering course."
The following statements give a brief sketch
of the civil engineering course at the University
of Maine. It must be noted, however, that
space will not permit more than a short state-
ment of the principal engineering studies which
make up the schedule.
The freshman year at the University is at
present common to all the engineering courses,
and although the student may know what
division he is to follow during his last three
years, he does not have to decide until the be-
ginning of his second year. At this time, if he
takes the civil engineering course, he is regis-
tered under the head of the department and be-
gins to feel that he has started upon his
professional course. The fall term of the soph-
omore year is not radically different from the
other engineering courses, the principal differ-
ence being in a special course in drawing, and
a lecture course in sanitary science. This latter
course is given at this time to give the student
an idea of the importance of sanitation and the
prevention of disease, with the relation of the
engineer to the work, and as a general subject
for thought as to the broad field covered by en-
gineering. In the spring term plane surveying
is taught in the class room, and plots are made
in the drawing room, after which actual practice
with the instruments is given in the field. The
intention of this course is to give a good idea of
the principles of plane surveying and familiarize
the student with the different engineering in-
struments and their adjustments, and to obtain
such practice with them that when called into
the field he may be able to perfect himself in
their use in a much more thorough and logical
manner than would be possible if he were igno-
rant of their construction and adjustments. The
student receives a nearly continuous course in
drafting, extending from his freshman year
through his senior year, the aim being to grad-
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uate men who are able to make a plain, neat
drawing. Much stress is laid upon mathematics
English, physics and descriptive geometry dur-
ing the second year.
Beginning with the third year the student is
allowed to elect a portion of his work, and here-
after instead of being allowed to select his sub-jects indiscriminately, certain elective branches
will be offered, these branches to consist of fixed
studies. A student beginning any branch will
continue it as scheduled. The study of applied
mechanics is begun this year, and continues
throughout the entire year. The importance of
this subject cannot be overestimated, and it is
not possible to make the course too strong. It
is not only of great benefit as a training for the
mind, but the subject might almost be called
the working alphabet of the engineer. In the
fall term railroad engineering, both class work
and field work, is taken up. Drawing room
work is substituted for field work the latter
part of the term. This course is continued in
the spring term, when the subject of railway
location from all economical standpoint, together
with allied problems, is discussed. It is the in-
tention to offer in the near future a course in
the fourth year in railroad designing which will
take up the design of yards, track work, signals,
etc.
The study of theoretical hydraulics begins
with the spring term of the third year, and is
followed in the fall term of the fourth year by a
course in hydraulic field work, also by a course
in hydraulic engineering which extends through-
out the year.
Directly after commencement the junior field
work, consisting of lectures, drawing room and
field work, in base-line measurement, triangula-
tion, plane table work, precise leveling, etc., is
held.
With the spring term of the third year the
student begins to study the theory of structures,
familiarizing himself with the principles and
application of the influence line, together with
the different terms used in structural design.
This course is a preparation for the courses in
structures and bridge design which come in the
fourth year. It is considered that the training
of the mind received by these two last courses is
of great benefit to the student, and although he
obtains a considerable knowledge of engineering
structures, the primary object of the courses is
to teach him to think for himself.
During the fall term of the fourth year the
study of building materials is taken. This
course deals with the different building mate-
rials, cements, difficult foundations, etc. A
course in sanitary engineering is also offered.
A considerable portion of the last year is
taken by the student with the preparation of a
thesis. This thesis is supposed to be the result
of some investigation, or the working out of
some problem, involving the principles contained
in his course.
The principal needs of the department are
more instructors, and more equipment. At the
present time all the force of instruction are
putting in nearly double time. This leaves no
time for the betterment of the course, or for pri-
vate practice and research, both of these latter
being essential to the successful teacher. It is
earnestly hoped that ill the near future funds
may be forthcoming to equip both a hydraulic
and structural testing laboratory for the use of
all of the engineering students.
Nearly all of the men graduating from this
course obtain positions without difficulty, and
continue their studies along practical work.
An attempt is made to impress the graduates
that they are just beginning their career in en-
gineering, and that they must begin at the foot
of the ladder and work up, being content at
first with subordinate positions, remembering
that they are equipped with a training that will
give them an impetus which will in the end
carry them far in advance of their former com-
panion who did not go to college, but started in
"to learn the trade."
The outlook for the civil engineer was never
more promising than it is at the present time.
He is in constant demand in all of the branches
of the profession, and if the young graduate can
be content for the first few years after leaving
his Alma Mater with only fair pay, keeping his
eyes open for experience, he will in the end
reap his reward.
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THE LITERATI
The Literati met for its second regular meet-
ing at 7.30 r. :NI., on March 27, in the Art
Guild. Mrs. Wormwood of Bangor rendered a
pleasing solo, followed by a recitation by Stan-
ford, 'o6. President Fellows was then intro-
duced by Chase, 'o8. Doctor Fellows read an
essay on the " Festival Play of Rothenburg."
Rothenburg is a beautiful but unknown city
in Northern Bavaria on the river Tauvba. It
boasts of two hotels and has a total population
of 6000 people. Some few travelers have
stopped there to live over again the times of
Gustavus Adolphus for the city is the same as
it was over a hundred years ago. It has not
changed because at that time every accommoda-
tion which its inhabitants of today could wish,
were there. There are the same stores, bakeries
and business houses that have been there for
generations. Any ambitious young people of
the town drift away to other places and so for
years the population has. remained at six thou-
sand souls.
A few years ago it was suggested that new
buildings be erected. Accordingly, one build-
ing in the town, a hall of justice, was torn
down to make way for a new building. On see-
ing the ruins of this building the town people
were so moved that they decided to keep every-
thing as before. All moneys, consequently,
which would have been used to erect new build-
ings have been used to keep in repair the old
ones and Rothenburg today retains all its old
buildings, walls, moats and other mediaeval
appliances. No new factories or other business
houses have been allowed within the city.
There was at one time a baby carriage and
bicycle factory without the walls which later
burnt down. The authorities were even re-
luctant in consenting that the refuse from the
burnt factory being stored in the town. Such
an attitude has kept Rothenburg the same identi-
cal town for centuries. Not only have the struct-
ures been retained in their original form but the
old mediaeval customs have been retained. At
night the watchman with his long pipe, his stile
and his lantern makes the rounds of the city.
Every night a small brass band plays to the
north, south, east and west from Rathaus
Tower. This band also plays when there is a
funeral. Every night the bourg gate is closed
at a certain hour and no one is allowed to enter
the city after this time.
Rothenburg has been said to be a perfect par-
adise for artists. One well known artist has
called it the only place in the world where every
view from its walls and within the city was a
perfect picture. One door especially in the
New Rathaus has been the subject of many a
picture. This New Rathaus, as it is called,
was built in 1400 A. D. Such is the idea of the
inhabitants of anything " new."
All the churches of Rothenburg are Protes-
tant Lutheran. First among these is St.
Jacob's Cathedral. Under the choir of this
cathedral runs a street. When religious exer-
cises are going on within the church no vehicles
are allowed to pass through the arch which
supports the choir above the street. A peculiar
legend is attached to this highway. At one
time a shepherd driving his flock through the
arch swore violently whereupon the devil rushed
out and threw him with such force that his soul
N'as spattered against the wall. To this day the
spot remains although it has been painted and
repainted. Nevertheless it persists in appear-
ing.
Around the walls of the town runs a wooden
platform which at intervals runs through towers
evidently used as magazines and as living rooms
for watchmen.
During the Crusades Rothenburg furnished
supplies to the Crusaders and beyond the old
Roman bridge which spans the Tauvba and over
which runs the Calvary Road the townspeople
erected a chapel for the use of the pilgrims.
The idea of giving a festival play was first
suggested and worked out by Herr Hoerber, a
poet and glazier, historian and man of general
importance in the town. Returning from the
Passion Play at Oberammergau he conceived the
idea that the Protestant history of his own town
afforded ample material for a play similar to the
Passion Play. After it was first given it was
made an annual festival and today the inhabi-
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tants look forward to it with anticipation and
pleasure.
During the Thirty Years' War Rothenburg
was forced to surrender to General Tilly of the
Catholic League. The town which had been
Protestant was reinforced by Gustavus Adol-
phus. Tilly personally conducted the siege
and toward the evening of the second day a
tower containing the powder and ammunition
of the town blew up. As a result the white
flag was raised and the keys of the town reluct-
antly handed over to Tilly. This general, noted
for his cruelty, immediately condemned the
council to death and despite the pleas of their
wives and daughters sent for the executioner.
At this juncture the cellarer brought into the
council hall some old rich wine which was
passed around to Tilly and his staff. His feel-
ings becoming more good natured as the result
of the wine he offered to spare the lives of the
councilmen provided one of them would drink a
pokal of wine at one draught. A pokal is about
six quarts and one might well hesitate before
attempting such a feat. However as nothing
could be lost and much might be gained Georg
Nusch, an ex-burgomaster, stepped forward
and taking up the pokal began to drink. Every-
one was in a state of intense excitement and
finally Nusch drained the last dregs and fell
over insensible into the arms of his friends.
Tilly spared the lives of the councilmen but
occupied the city.
To Nusch and his ancestors was presented
the pokal and the wall of his house has a small
tablet on it commemorating this act.
It was from these historical facts that Herr
Hoerber obtained the material for the play.
Beginning in earliest morning the entire scene
is enacted from beginning to end and seems
the reality for the entire town is the stage and
its entire population are the actors. Forms clad
in armor of the mediaeval style hurry to places
on the walls. Everything is as in a state of seige.
At to A. M. in the large council hall of the
Rathaus can be seen the burgomaster sitting by
the council table, hollow-eyed and weary from
sitting up all night with the problem of the
siege upon his mind. The bell of the Rathaus
summons the councilmen to extraordinary meet-
ing. All arrive in official dress. The council
convenes, some advocate surrender, while the
majority think it better to continue resistance
than to acknowledge themselves all wrong.
The final decision is to continue resistance.
As the troops march out the head pastor
orders the inhabitants to religious exercises in
St. Jacob's where hundreds sing the grand
hymns of Luther. There is nothing theatrical
to this and the clamor outside together with these
actual hundreds singing produces a feeling of
patriotism in the audience. Real cannon boom
in the distance, besiegers scale the walls and
are repulsed. Messengers rush to and fro from
the council chamber now bringing good and
now bad news. Finally one all besmeared with
blood brings the demands for surrender. At
this juncture a loud explosion is heard and a
messenger rushes in with news that the maga-
zine tower has blown up. In despair the burgo-
master waves his hand and agrees to surrender.
Then follows the entrance of Tilly and the
scenes described before.
At 2.00 P. M. a procession of besiegers and
besieged marches out of the city gate to enjoy a
bountiful repast after which all disperse to their
homes with a better feeling and to look forward
to the next year for a repetition of the festival.
The reality of the scene cannot be too strongly
expressed. In every detail it is as the siege
was, three hundred years ago. Nusch even
drinks from the same pokal that the real Nusch
drank from on that memorable day in the coun-
cil hall. The costumes are kept from year to
to year and the same old cannon are used that
were used in the siege. A spectator feels as
though he were transported back to mediaeval
days.
After the reading of the essay Doctor Fellows
showed some lantern slides taken by himself
when he was in Rothemburg at one of the fes-
tival plays. They are supposed to be the only
pictures of the play in existence.
Owing to the inability of Miss Estabrook, 'o8,
to be present Mrs. Wormwood rendered a second
solo which was received with pleasure by the
audience.
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Two weeks from this meeting Dr. Segall will
lecture on one of Ibsen's dramas.
It was voted at the business meeting follow-
ing the program to extend an invitation to the
Philological Club to amalgamate with the
Literati.
DR. HARRIS' VISIT
Once again the University of Maine was treated
to a visit by its former president, Dr. Harris. His
entrance into the chapel was greeted with prolonged
applause which was kept up until he had taken his
seat. After the regular chapel services Dr. Harris
addressed a few remarks to the undergraduates.
The address, like all of his, was clear and straight
to the point, its only fault was that it was too short.
The students would gladly have listened to an
address twice as long.
The main topic of the speech was: "Live your
life so that when you have departed the world will
be better for your having lived. It is not what a
man gets out of life that counts, but rather what he
puts into it."
He said that the present generation stood on the
shoulders of all those who had gone before, and that
it was not for it to criticize harshly the genarations
before. If we, that is, the college men of to-day,
speak too harshly of the crimes of older men we
must remember that we are not without sin, and that
the same spirit which prompts the graft and the cess-
pool politics of large cities also prompts the com-
mercial spirit of athletics of large universities.
"Live your own lives, do honest the work which
it falls to your lot to do, and you will succeed in this
life even though you may not make a fortune.
"Honesty is not the best policy—it is the only
policy."
It is not often that a person has the ability of
speaking as clearly and as forcibly as Dr. Harris.
SOPHOMORE HOP
On Friday night, March 30, the annual hop of
the Sophomore class was held in the gymnasium.
The weather was very disagreeable but this kept
none of the guests away and the hall was crowded
with dancers who enjoyed a very pleasant evening.
From eight until nine o'clock a reception was held
with Prof. and Mrs. Boardman, Prof. and Mrs.
Hurd and A. S. Hanscom, for the class as the re-
ception committee. After the reception a dance
of sixteen orders was enjoyed. The hall was dec-
orated very attractively with flags and bunting.
Several cozy corners heaped with cushions added
to the general effect. The affair was wholly infor-
mit and the Committee deserves much praise for
perfect management and the ommission of none of
the minor details that are so important.
After the dance there were special cars waiting
for the accommodation of the large delegations from
Bangor and Oldtown. The floor manager was H.
L. Miner
The committee of general arrangements was A.
S. Hanscom, H. L. Miner, Daniel Chase, H. H.
Rich, W. L. Black, G. L. Smith.
President Harris of Amherst College, recently
announced the subscription by Andrew Carnegie
of the last half of the sum of $15o,000 for the
erection and maintenance of new biological and
geological laboratories.
Last week, first honors in oratory at the Uni-
versity of Michigan were won by K. S. Intri, a
Japanses student. This also recalls the fact
that Dr. Kan Ich Asakawa, the new member of
the Yale faculty, is the first Japenese to receive
that" honor.
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SENIOR SPEAKERS
The faculty committee on Commencement has
posted the names of the fifteen students in the
senior class who have attained the highest rank
for the past four years. A new rule has been
adopted requiring that students to be eligible to
the first fifteen must have been students at the
University for at least five terms. In years past
it has been the custom for the first fifteen to
prepare graduation parts, whether they had
been students for one year or for the entire
course.
The names posted are as follows: Herbert
Lester Abbott of Bucksport, civil engineering;
Frank Arthur Banks of Biddeford, civil engi-
neering; Gothard Wilhelm Carlson of Bethel,
electrical engineering; Joanna Carver Colcord
of Searsport, Chemistry ; Charles Ellsworth
Currier of Brewer, electrical engineering ;
Philip Holden. Glover of Harrington, civil engi-
neering; George Herbert Hill of Saco, civil
engineering.; Carolyn Adelle Hodgon of Hamp-
den, classical ; Raymond Brown Kittredge of
Beverly, Mass., civil engineering ; Leroy Cleve-
land Nichols of Saco, electrical engineering;
Charles Edward Prince of Kittery, electrical
engineering; Earle Revere Richards of New
Gloucester, civil engineering ; Edward Arthur
Stanford of Lovell, agriculture ; James Gordon
Wallace of Portland, civil engineering; Mary
Frances Webber of Bangor, classical.
as as as
THE PRISM
Often as we have brought the Prism before
the minds of the student body in this way, we
think the method will bear another repetition.
Several weeks ago we issued a request, in the
columns of the CAMPUS, for Prism Grinds. We
thought it was a fair offer, so that any student
could " roast " his enemy, or get his friend's
name into the Prism. We find we were mis-
taken. The students didn't take to the idea.
They were content to go on as they have always
gone on, leaving the responsibility of their col-
lege annual to those few who were willing to
take it.
Such being the case, we expect that no fault
will be found with our Prism. For, as Prof.
Stevens has said, " there is no one whom we
more heartily detest than he who stays on the
outside of an enterprise, and criticises its work-
ings." We shall expect our Prism to be accept-
ed for what it is, the work of a few persons who
felt the importance of the undertaking, and re-
sponded thereto; the efforts of those primarily
concerned in it, and nothing more ; the attempt
of a few to picture the life of many.
We never expected the Prism to receive uni-
versal support in this institution. Indeed, many
of the fellows have done more than we expected
of them— they have asked concerning its wel-
fare. Some of them have done work for us when
asked to, and thereby showed that they had a
share of that intangible something that we call
"college spirit." But it is the attitude of the
student body in general that we criticise, that
lazy disinterest in things which vitally concern
their college life, that lack of effort in college
affairs that compels us to send our publications
that are not as good as they otherwise would be.
There is, however, one way in which you can
help the Prism which doesn't take so much of
your time. Subscribe for it. Years after you
and I have graduated from this University, we
will be able to derive an unlimited amount of
pleasure from looking over our four Prisms. We
can tell how this fellow or that fellow stood in
the eyes of this college mates. We can go back
over the years between and recall the events of
our college days, in a way that the Prism alone
can bring about. And we will assure ourselves
that we spent our money wisely.
THE EDITORS.
at as at
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Last Monday morning, Mr. A. L. Rohrer,
electrical superintendent of the General Electric
Company's branch at Schenectady, met the
mechanical and electrical members in the junior
and senior classes. He gave them a most in-
teresting talk on the General Electric Co. and
used a large number of lantern slides to aid his
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hearers in understanding the magnitude of this
ever progressive company.
Several points in his talk were worthy of
special consideration. He showed how the
present company was formed from several
smaller ones in 1892, and at present have their
most important branches in Schenectady, Lynn,
and Harrison, New Jersey. These branches
alone employ over 23,500 people, and their
books for the past year show a business of over
46 million dollars.
As the business is constantly growing it is
necessary to increase the number employed, and
so the company draws on the best universities
and colleges in the world, every year for new
men. At present the company has over 14,000
college graduates.
After showing general views about Schenec-
tady, Mr. Rohrer then considered the most im-
portant buildings. The chief power plant of the
company is situated at Spider Falls, 50 miles
from the works. The induction motor building
has a capacity of over 260 motors a week,
and all the buildings have a similar maximum
capacity, so that the company is using over 800
tons of finished casting every week.
All buildings are built in regular order, and
are designated by numbers, the entire floor
space amounting to over two million square feet.
To provide against accident, the company
maintains an auxiliary steam power house at
Schenectady so that they are protected against
loss of power at Spider Falls.
A great feature of this plant is the large
amount of portable machinery used. The com-
pany makes a large saving in money and time
by being able to move a light machine to a
heavy piece of work, such as turbines and other
heavy castings. The testing department for
each style of machinery is conducted in the
building where the machine is made, thus mak-
ing another saving in the cost of manufacture.
For the benefit of the employees, the company
maintains a restaurant on the grounds, and a
club has been formed for the development of the
social condition of its workmen.
This plant is of great value as an educational
centre for the graduating classes of the larger
institutions, and so far this year classes from
Stevens, Columbia, M. I. T., Worcester Poly.,
and Cornell have been through the works.
If present plans can be successfully made, a
party from University of Maine will visit this
plant shortly after the Easter recess.
After Mr. Rohrer had finished his talk, be
met several of the seniors, and very likely at
least six will enter the employment of the com-
pany after graduation.
sit
LOCALS
H. L. Gordon, '08, spent Sunday visiting
friends in Augusta.
W. L. Anderson was at home over Satmday
and Sunday, March 24 and 25.
M. A. Sturtevant, 'o8, has returned to college
after an absence of about eight weeks.
Prof. Drew has been confined during the past
week with a severe attack of the grippe.
The Theta Epsilon fraternity will give a danc-
ing party on Thursday evening, April 5.
C. E. S. Burns, '07, was in Waterville visit-
ing friends a week ago Saturday and Sunday.
Stanley Hilliard, 'o8, was confined to his home
in Old Town last week on account of sickness.
F. W. Files, 'o8, has left the University for
the remainder of the year and is employed in
Portland.
Mr. G. T. Davis, instructor in chemistry, was
called to Michigan last week by the death of
his father.
Dr. H. M. Bedford of the department of chem-
istry, has been called to Paris, Ky., by the
sudden death of his sister.
The members of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity
will give a formal dance at their chapter house
on Friday evening, April 6.
Prof. Hurd was in the western part of the State
last week and spoke at farmers' institutes at Harri-
son, White Rock and Intervale.
A province convention and banquet of the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity was held on
Saturday evening, March 31, at the chapter
house.
Capt. Mark L. Hersey, former military in-
structor at the University, is now stationed at
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Manila. Edgerly W. Scott, Capt. Hersey's
successor at the University, is now commanding
the department of Northern Luzon with the
rank of Brigadier General.
Special music on Wednesday, March 28, was
furnished by Miss Drinkwater of Bangor who
sang "Just as I Am," by Hawley. On Friday,
March 30, Prof. Lentz rendered a violincello
solo.
G. L. Smith, '08, has been elected as the
third member of the Arbitration Board of the
Interscholastic Baseball League, the other two
members being Professor H. L. Boardman and
F. A. Banks.
G. S. Owen, T. H. Reynolds, R. S. Cum-
mings, R. J. Smith and E. L. Towle at the Phi
Gamma Delta House have been confined to the
house for a day or two at different times during
the last week on account of sickness.
Herbert H. Smith, ex-'07, of East Corinth,
who left the University several weeks ago, has
entered the street railway business in Boston,
Mass. He is serving at present as a conductor
on one of the serface lines of the elevated road
there.
Dr. H. J. Wheeler, director of the Rhode
Island agricultural experiment station, was the
guest of Prof. Hurd Thursday of last week.
While here he engaged A. W. Richardson, 'o6,
agriculture, as assistant in agriculture at the
Rhode Island station.
A spirited debate was held Thursday even-
ing by the members of the debating society
upon the question: Resolved, That the Pro-
hibitory Law Should be Resubmitted to the
People of the State of Maine. The speakers
who had the floor the greater part of the time
were: Affirmative — W. P. Hewes, '06, R.
Mitchell, 'o8; negative—S. F. Pierce, '07, C. E.
Davis, '07.
The subjects for the last two sophomore
themes, which are due April 27 and May 21 re-
spectively, have been posted, and include the
following subjects: Resolved; That it is the
duty of the state to provide higher, that is, col-
lege education; That Latin and Greek should
be dropped from the curriculum of a state uni-
versity; That the degree of Bachelor of Arts
should not be granted by a state university;
That a mill tax should be imposed for the sup-
port of the state university; That football as
played under the old rules is, on the whole,
detrimental to college life; That the old rules
of football are preferable to the new; That inter-
collegiate athletic contests now occupy' too
prominent a place in college life; That a gen-
eral dining hall or university commons should
take the place of the present arrangement of
fraternity boarding clubs; That the attitude of
the student body toward cribbing should be as
hostile as the attitude toward unclean athletics;
That for the state of Maine high license is pre-
ferable to prohibition. An article for the Blue
Book may be presented as a substitute for one
argument.
12.45 P. M.
2.30-4.30
7.00
7.30
CALENDAR
TUESDAY, APRIL 3
Hebron Club in Alumni Hall.
Baseball practice in Cage.
Track team practice in Gym.
Literary Federation in Alumni Hall.
Mechanical and Electrical Society in
Alumni Hall.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL, 4
2.30-4.30 Baseball practice in Cage.
Track team practice in Gym.
4.00 Chemical Club in Fernald Hall.
6.45 Y. M. C. A. in Art Guild.
7.00 Junior Civil Society in Wingate Hall.
7.30 Agricultural Club in Holmes Hall.
Deutscher Verein at the Mt. Vernon House.
THURSDAY, APRII, 5
2.30-4.30 Baseball practice in Cage.
Track team practice in Gym.
7.30 Debating Club Meeting in Art Guild.
FRIDAY, APRIL 6
2.30-4.30 Baseball practice in Cage.
Track team practice in Gym.
SATURDAY, APRIL 7
9.00 A. NI. Press Club meeting in Coburn Hall.
Baseball practice in Cage.
MONDAY, APRIL, 9
2.30-4.30 Baseball practice in Cage.
Track team practice in Gym.
TUESDAY, APRIL, 10
2.30-4.30 Baseball practice in Cage.
Track Team practice in Gym.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
3.00 Baseball — Maine vs. Harvard, at Cambridge.
5.30 Easter recess begins.
4.4
ARREARAGE EXAMINATIONS
MONDAY, APRIL 16, 1.30 P. M.
Ce3. Railroad curves and earthwork, 12 W. H.
Hyi History of the United States, II C. H.
Hy3. History of England, ii C. H.
Hy7. Mediaeval History, ii C. H.
Pmi. Elementary Pharmacy, 12 F. H.
Psi. General Physics, W. H.
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7.00 P. M.
Agi. Soils, i A. H.
Chi. General Chemistry, i A. H.
Eh6. English, i A. H.
E1119. Forms of English Poetry, i A. H.
Gk9. Greek Sculpture, i A. H.
Me7. Valve Gears, 3 A. H.
Men. Steam Engineering, 3 A. H.
Ms7. Calculus, 3 A. H.
PSI 2. General Physics, 3 A. H.
TUESDAY, APRIL 17, 9 A. M.
Bli. General Biology, 22 C. H.
B15. Zoology, 22 C. H.
B123. General Botany, 22 C. H.
Md5. Mechanics, 17 W. H.
Ms2. Algebra, i A. H.
Ms5. Analytic Geometry, A. H.
Ms6b. Analytic Geometry.
Ms21. History of Mathematics, i A. H.
PM2. Galenical Pharmacy, 12 F. H.
Rm4a. French, 73 C. H.
1.30 P. M.
At3. Italian Art, 21 W. H.
B133. Mammology, 22 C. H.
Ce5. Highway Engineering, 12 W. H.
Ce12. Structures, 12 W. H.
Ch. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry, 13 F. H.
Ch7. Elem. Organic Chemistry, 13 F. H.
Ch3o. Biological Chemistry, 12 H. H.
Eel. Electricity and Magnetism, 23 L. H.
Ee9. Dynamos, 23 L. H.
Ee13. Alternating Currents, 23 L. H.
Eh3. English Comp. and Rhetoric, it C. H.
Victorian Poets, 21 C. H.
Lti. Latin, 23 W. H.
Lt7. Roman Elegiac Poets, 23 W. H.
Ma3. Descriptive Geometry, 17 W. H.
Melo. Fuels, 27 W. H.
Ms19. Spherical Trigonometry, i A. H.
7.00 P. M.
Ce8. Sanitary Engineering, i A. H.
Cet8. Sanitary Science, i A. H.
CV2. Political Economy, i A. H.
Ee3. Electrical Machinery, 1 A. H.
MI8. English Literature, t A. H.
Gmi. German, 3 A. H.
Gm3a. German, 3 A. H.
Gm4a. German, 3 A. H.
Pm5. Inorganic Pharmacognosy, i A. H.
Pm7. Materia Medica, 1 A. H.
Rini. French, 3 A. H.
Rm3a. French, 3 A. H.
Rm9a. Spanish, 3 A. H.
ALUMNI
'82
C. S. Bickford was on the campus last week.
'98
Ralph Hamlin, for the last three years with the
International Paper Company as designing engineer,
has accepted a similar position, upon reinforced con-
crete work, with the Turner Construction Company
at II Broadway, New York city. Address, so° 12th
street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
D. T. Merrill has been promoted to captain and
transferred to the 7th U. S. Infantry with station at
Fort Rossinniboine, Montana.
Ex-'99
H. L. Adams is now stationed at the Cavite Naval
Yard, Philippines, doing inspection and survey work
at the Department yards and docks.
'04
L. C. Bradford has recently accepted a position
with the Florida East Coast Railway on Lower
Maticumber Key. His address is Miami, Florida.
P. I. Chase visited friends on the campus re-
cently.
tat, .21
SEED INSPECTION
BULLETIN OF THE MAINE AGRICULTUAL
EXPERIMENT STATION
The Maine Agricultural Experiment Station
is now mailing bulletin 125 on Seed Inspection.
While the first law regulating the sale of agri-
cultural seeds was passed in 1897, the needed
legislation for inspection was not passed until
1905. The present bulletin is therefore the first
one to be published since the inspection law has
been in force.
The bulletin contains the full text of the laws
regulating the sale of agricultural seeds; direc-
tions for testing seeds at home, both for purity
and vitality ; and contains the results of purity
tests made by the Experiment Station since
1902. Fifty-four kinds of weed seeds have been
found in the grass seeds sold in Maine. While
not all of these weeds are noxious, some of them
are exceedingly bad. In many instances the
dealers have submitted samples of goods that
have been offered to them, and where the ex-
amination has shown the seeds to be of low
purity, it has frequently resulted in poor seed
not being brought into the State.
Bulletin 725 will be sent free upon application
to the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station.
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